Seidio Showcases its Collection for the New Apple iPhone 6

Collection for the iPhone 6 4.7” includes Seidio’s signature accessories
plus the brand new TETRA
HOUSTON – September 9, 2014 – Seidio is excited to reveal its line of accessories for
one of the most highly anticipated smartphones this year: the Apple iPhone 6. The
longtime professional mobile accessories manufacturer reveals cases that vary in color,
style, and level of protection.
TETRA (pictured above middle): a case that follows Apple’s minimalist design. The
TETRA is a lightweight metal bumper case comprised of a TPU frame that slips around
the perimeter of the iPhone 6. An anodized aluminum bezel snaps into place keeping
the edges and corners well protected. The bumper also raises the camera away from a
flat surface to keep your lens safe. It will be available for $29.95 in four colors: Black,
Silver, Gold, and Red.
SURFACE with Metal Kickstand (pictured above left): dresses up the iPhone 6 with
elegance while adding protection against daily wear-and-tear. It’s the slimmest case in
this collection and boasts Seidio’s signature soft-touch finish. The SURFACE is
available now in seven colors from refined and understated to bright and bold. It retails
for $34.95/$54.95 (combo).
DILEX Pro with Metal Kickstand (pictured above right): adds more protection to the
iPhone 6 because of its two interlocking layers. The case absorbs shock, and features
a tough, new material, TPU, for extra defense. A honeycomb pattern on the inside of
the case, called Hexguard™ technology, holds up against repeated bumps, drops, or
fumbles. It will be available in eight colors for $34.95/$54.95 (combo).

CONVERT with Metal Kickstand: a rugged case that protects the device to the max.
It’s two-cases-in-one that combines the SURFACE with Metal Kickstand plus a shockabsorbing TPU and a precision fit skeleton which is why it has passed a military test for
durability. Take the iPhone 6 and CONVERT into extreme environments with complete
peace of mind. It will retail for $54.95 (combo).
LEDGER: an Italian polyurethane flip case that protects the front and back of the
iPhone 6 while providing extra privacy. It also features an interior slot for a credit card,
business card, ID, or cash. It retails for $39.95.
CAPSA TouchView: all-around protection for the iPhone 6, the CAPSA is a case with
integrated screen protection. Simply place the device into the case and snap the
screen door shut. The CAPSA retails for $39.95/$49.95 (combo), and comes in three
colors: Black, Garnet Red, and Royal Blue.
VITREO: a shatterproof tempered glass screen protector with a 9H hardness rating. It
allows for the same convenience and functionality as if using a naked screen, yet
safeguards against big impacts and scratches. It retails for $39.95.
For more information on the iPhone 6 collection, please visit www.seidioonline.com.
About Seidio, Inc.
Founded in 2002 and based out of Houston, Seidio is a leading manufacturer of
premium mobile technology accessories designed for the mobile professional. Seidio
precisely designs its products to work seamlessly with the mobile device and with each
other. This innovative engineering sets Seidio apart from its competitors and allows
mobile professionals to use their devices with confidence, wherever their day takes
them. Seidio offers protective cases, extended life batteries, chargers, screen protectors
and anything else a professional might need for his or her mobile devices. For more
information, please check out www.seidioonline.com
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